
Divastigations 
A small tri-monthly multilingual journal of arts, writing, philosophy, natural history, and sundry cultural stuff.  

Put out by Ouida Willoughby Johnson, Sub-Top Form, Tiliar Boarding School, Tixpu, NL. 

 

What I’m Working On Now  

A(n) (un)usual column of our tri-monthly in which Ouida (and occasionally Co.) pay(s) a visit to a far-flung alumna or alumnus of our 
school to find out just what sorts of things our (un)willing hosts still find worthy of pursuit. 

 

Darling Ouida,  
 
I found your parting gift of plaid hair — or 
should I say houri? — ribbon (to that tan, 
burgundy, mango, and ivory band still cling(s) a 
strand or two of your lustrous, insouciant, indigo 
curls); artisanal potpourri of marigold, tansy, 
hyssop, and arbutus; charcoal and ink drawing of 
us riding wild stallions in Wyoming (or was it 
across Flouzianian foothills? Com’ una criatura 
mansa di sogno / Mio, mi corazón, tu fai dilatar / 
Todo lo spaccio dov’ i’ t’ ho bisogno); and fisty 
scrawl of squib wound into a scrap of your 
saffron skirt and thrust through my mailbox’s 
slot about two hours post-coïtum. As a viridian 
and ruby hummingbird will guard a hoard of 
lilac blossoms, alighting warily on a high branch 
and darting down now and again to ward off any 
froward wasp, moth, fritillary, or dull colibri that 
strays into its vicinity, so too will I guard your 
gift. I’m writing this in that quaint Poldavian 
bistro in cour du Coq où nous avons fait l’amour 
aux [sic] WC and I’m gazing, now off toward 
that far wanton door, now down at this papaya 
Rhodia pad, and now I’m lifting your aromatic 
wrap up to my nostrils (and in my imagination, 
up to your chin) to sniff an abiding saffron 
artifact of our ardors past... Tony says you 
caught a tramp ship from Arcachon to 
Matagorda, from which shabby port you found a 
cargo train to carry you gratis back to Tixpu. Is 
that so? I’m so happy, Ouida, that you took 
Tony’s pitch and will, this autumn, sail off to 
Owlstain — that stangy city, I avouch, will not 
soon lack for my visits, nor will you moan for 
my lack (as you did avant your visit to Paris), but  

for what you and I both will affirm is much, 
much lack’s antinomy! As for your lunging 
inquiry, “Quant à ton travail, was machts du 
nun?” I will parry that as follows:  
 
What I’m working on now, Ouida, is a polynodal 
articulation of my abiding faith in God’s myriad 
masks. A dynamic construction consisting of two 
pairs of duo–trio dyads (or two duos of dyad–
triad pairs) pivoting about a fulcral singularity S 
(voir diagram), my faith’s articulation borrows 
scriptural (and scriptorial) inspiration from  
such absorbing works of spirit-craft as Arno 
Mayr’s limpid magnum opus, Toward a 
Psychobiological Philosophy of Humanity’s 
Unchanging Soul; April March’s uplifting 
didascalicon, Sociospiritual Rough Drafts; 
Sigmund About’s oblational nonad, Au jardin du 
corps divin; and my own aunt A. G. Strickland’s 
gordonian (as in knot) study in good-
samaritanism, Promiscuous Paths Toward a 
Spiritual Romanticism. Aptly, I must humbly  
but proudly avow, I call my construction, 
Transfigurations of a Scholastic Rosary (TSR), 
as its swinging combination of tauto-vibratory 
jigs, jags, joints, and joists stand in for (fill up 
with) (attach to) (support and conduct) so many 
mixing and matching stations on faith’s always 
imbricating path toward a conscious, knowing, 
loving, and omnivorous spirituality. You may 
hang my TSR from a hook in your plafond, as I 
do from my study’s vault, and with just a light 
touch, put it spinning into action, thus (to pitch  
it slackly from a wall-slung hook might pos- 
sibly amplify its catoptric functions, but will 
drastically curtail its dynamism):  
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What I’m Working on Now  

In which TSR is my Transfigurations of a Scholastic Rosary; S is a Singularity at which obtains my bacchic bark’s 
ballast, History-Making Words (HMW) (not shown in diagram); D1 is my first duo or dyad; T1 is my first trio or triad; D2 is 
duo or dyad no. two; T2 is trio or triad no. two; VFM is Variations on Faith’s Mountaintop; PC is Proposals and 
Corroborations; CFP is A Compass in a Frog Pond; VDD is Vast Divagations of Divinity; MG is Marjoram and Galingal; C 
stands for Contrition; SPC is for Spring Plain City; Malodorous Trio is shown by MT; A Quintal of Ruth, A Fifth of Quiddity 
by QRFQ; and NSM calls out Not So Much.  

 
At singularity S obtains my bacchic bark’s 
ballast, History-Making Words (HMW), a 
transfixing list of faith-inducing bons mots and 
koanic palabromas such as this catchy coconut of 
Abra Cammy Frischkorn’s, “Today’s scrofulous 
Labrador bitch might howl infamously, but 
tomorrow’s pustulant lapdog will purr 
stridulously atop futurity’s pussy.”  
 
At D1, a bobbling spring-and-ball motion as of  
a slow-flung bolo shows that my thumb-and-
pinky duo (or dyad) of Variations on Faith’s 
Mountaintop (VFM) and Proposals and 
Corroborations (PC) inhabits robustly its two-
fold slot in conjunct opposition to and with T1, 
my slothful bradyfustian trio (or triad) of A 
Compass in a Frog Pond (CFP), Vast 
Divagations of Divinity (VDD), and Marjoram 
and Galingal (MG). Shall I unball this fistful of 
rogational digits? I shall:  
 
In VFM, I chub about* God’s volcanic upthrust 
of a snowclad rift — call it Kailash, Himavant, 
Ararat, Aconcagua, Mount Spitmarkx, or 
whatnot — from which soul’s churning cauldron 
of hyoid- and larynx-lacking magma spurts out 
spilling down as a prolix jaw-wagging flow of 
lava and though it may totally blow apart, still it 
marks its passing with basaltic outcroppings of 
tufa or tuff, a crumbly brown rock.  
 

In PC, I put forth a proposal that ritual absorbs 
any act you do again and again such that  
a rhythmic staking out of all sublunary  
things obtains, including hourly pissing, daily 
shitting, fortnightly throwdowns, bi-monthly 
publications, and annual birthday cards, and so 
on and so forth. It thus follows as a corroborating 
corollary (and for which I supply many 
supporting suppositions) that no ritual action 
lacks for godality — that is, holy signification — 
nor will going down hard on godhood nix giving 
rim to hard knocks and blowhats. Glass of rum, 
s’il vous plaît.  
 
CFP is a slim child’s book purporting to contain 
an account of first and last things as told by  
a frog in a frog pond. Un jour, traipsing 
lackadaisically along from firth to frith, Rana, 
pulchritudinous spawn of a witch-magician 
cross, spots, far down on that pond’s 
accumulation of mulch and rot, among torrid 
lotus roots and glitzy caddisfly nymphs,  
a compass. With a gracious curtsy involving two 
thin, smooth, downy soft, warm, tan but not too 
tan, youthful, muscular but not stout at all, in  
a word, languid, thighs and an abundant quantity 
of plush, lavish, swishing skirts, Rana squats 
down and, as if to turn a thin flat rock on its 
sundrunk back so as to catch what’s hiding in its 
dank shadow, scoops away algal pond scum,  
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haphazardly spooking a timid frog, Bufo, into 
plunging with a limpid splash and scissor-kick 
down, down, down to float and sink in 
amphibian fashion atop said compass. This 
nostalgic arc of causality — curtsy and squat, 
scoop and spook, swish and splash, float and 
sink — spurs a spiritual simulacrum, a brain-hot 
calling back, of that invidious midnight long ago 
in which, owing to a sardonic shaman’s allo-
uxorious machinations, Rana’s magician of a dad 
lost his woman and his compass both. This, in 
short, thought Rana, was that compass! And so 
Rana follows Bufo’s train of action and, 
trimming away aquatic distortions of sunlight 
and shadow with binocular pruning hooks of 
human vision, swims down and grabs that long 
lost compass. And up, up, up Rana frog-kicks, 
gasps now for air, shouts triumphantly, “I found 
it, Pa! I found your compass in a f— p—!” But, 
alas, what in cool dry air was a frilly, light, 
flowing, diaphanous thing, is now, following 
gravity’s hydraulic crush, crash, and crunch, 
about thirty, stiff, awkward, downward rushing 
kilos of hydrophilic silk and chintz! Drown, thus, 
our willowy Rana did, and amidst that turbid 
turmoil grown calm now, two skulls and two 
sacra mimic a witch- and twiggy drift of silt and 
mud; and lotus roots spiral up towards sunlight; 
and caddisfly nymphs construct hollow, conical, 
patchwork husks out of giltwork and goldbraid 
and small chunks of ruby and lapis unwound 
from a patrician woman’s shift; and slimy, timid 
Bufo jumps in and scissor-kicks down, down, 
down to alight in amphibian fashion atop a putrid 
fist still clasping its long lost patrimony, a 
compass in a frog pond. Summary: Pond is 
God’s iris; frog is God’s pupil; compass is grain 
of God’s dust; girl is God’s thumb. Moral: If it 
don’t hurt, don’t stick it in, and if it do hurt, 
don’t stick it in, also! Back in a jiff!  
 
I’m back now, Ouida, from a visit to that 
magical spot of our privy amours, our 
inspirational WC in which you did squat as I shat 
[sic!] and thrust up in toward your gasping 
diaphragm, your own aromatic somatic fluids 
discharging warm and abundant, a syrup-slow 
tropical rain, and swirling down and around and 
truly gripping my organs in a most captivating 
fashion, and sipping from a third or fourth or 
fifth glass of rum — no, no, no, how about  
a pastis? Si, I shall plow on with this account of 
what I’m working on now, and, knowing as I do 
what sort of constraints your small journal must 
stick within, I’ll try not to unbolt as much wind, 
or unwind as many bolts of colorful yarn, as I 

did in that last synopsis. Un otro pastis, s’il vous 
plaît, signor Barman (this lugar’s patron, 
actually).  
 
In short, VDD charts a plurality of God’s many 
miraculous incarnations and intromissions into 
this world’s plump moist lunation.  
 
MG is a spiritual cookbook chock full of many a 
good thing you could put in your mouth and out 
your ass, which good thing, natürlich, on its way 
down, is most nourishing to both soul and spirit, 
body and mind. How ’bout a vodka tonic, sir? It 
is approaching that hour, you know, l’ora di 
pranzo?  
 
I am now sitting at una piccola tavola, and 
turning to my spirituality’s combinatoric 
stations’ fourfold division’s sororal half and 
unpacking its rotund labiality of D2 and T2 so 
that this sinistral panchashastra may display its 
boon-granting palm, I unfold and tuck my napkin 
in, thus:  
 
Contrition (C) is just what it says it is: Contrition 
(Si, j’ai choisi) as a path (Pollo asado con 
insalata y pomodori) to salvation (Say again? 
Ah, boisson. Un litro di Brouilly, por favor).  
 
In Spring Plain City (SPC), a group of waylaid 
pilgrims (WP), forlorn and pitiful, finds a spring 
(S) with which to allay its wayward thirst (WT), 
and founds at that spring’s location (SL) a small 
city (SC), consisting of a church (C) or sagradu 
(S) in that group’s natural idiom (NI), along with 
zoning laws (ZL) providing for allocation of 
plots (AP) of land (L) and ways to partition and 
pass down (WPPD) grazing rights (GR) and 
various patrimonial and matrimonial chatchkas 
(VPMC) and trucs (VPMT) and crap (VPMC) 
and shit (VPMS) — in short, a spring (S) on a 
plain (P) turns into a city (C) which is a spiritual 
microcosm (SM) of God’s city (GC) on God’s 
plain (GP) in God’s wondrous spring (GWS). I 
foist, mind you, no allusion to Proust (P) in all of 
this.  
 
In Malodorous Trio (MT), I show how criminal 
fiction (analogous to Shiva) is homologous with 
both sacrificial rituals (analogous to Brahma) 
and passion plays (analogous to Vishnu) and 
thus why all six (or half of six if you subtract 
what’s analogous from what’s homologous) 
stink up our high holy cosmos! This is a moral 
work.  
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In A Quintal of Ruth, A Fifth of Quiddity 
(QRFQ), I show that pity is psalm, and 
compassion, antiphon, of faith’s harmonious 
introit, and that no amount of hard living, wild 
partying, raucous goings-on, and, in a word, any 
fifth of quiddity which is as but a drop of owl 
scat in our grand cosmic pail of a God pond, can 
add to or subtract from this quintal of ruth which 
is constant, gracious truth of God’s oligarchy.  
 
Lastly, my Not So Much (NSM) is about how not 
doing too much is both salubrious and salutary. 
Fondant au chocolat con chantilly suivi par un 
cognac, if you don’t mind, patron.  
 
That’s it, Ouida, that’s what I’m working on:  
a holy communion of word-trails forming a 
glorious imbrication of spirit-paths upon which I, 
M. S. Strickland, Tiliar Boarding School, Class 
of ’84 — an inquiring soul who is always yours  
 

(and to think that my anno of graduation was 
yours of birth!) in passion, lust, faith, and spirit 
— and now living in Paris, ninth division, villa 
Ballu — am traipsing from bathroom back to this 
bistro’s bar. I want a Scotch, now, patron, 
straight! Try a drop of grappa gratis, too, with 
this pudgy Habana? Pourquoi pas? Slivovitz 
also? Why not?! Aussi, un vaso von rhum, un 
vaso von rhum, un vaso von rhum! Say it as fast 
as you possibly can, darling Ouida, and it sounds 
as if a chainsaw is going “Vavavarroom! 
Vavavarroom!” in your brain.  
 
*To chub about: to climb a mountain and gambol gaily 
high about its top in nothing but wool socks, hiking 
boots, and oilskin parka.  
 
M. S. Strickland, TBS Class of 1984, submits this brouillon  
of his on-going work from 23 villa Ballu, Paris, 9th arr. 


